An important concern in metal forming is whether the desired deformation can be accomplished without defects in the final product. Various ductile fracture criteria have been developed and experimentally verified for a limited number of cases of metal forming processes. These criteria are highly dependent on the geometry of the workpiece and cannot be utilized for complicated shapes without experimental verification. However, experimental work is a resource hungry process. This paper proposes the ability of finite element analysis (FEA) software such as LS-DYNA to pinpoint the crack-like flaws in bulk metal forming products. Two different approaches named as arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) and smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) formulations were adopted. The results of the simulations agree well with the experimental work and a comparison between the two formulations has been carried out. Both approximation methods successfully predicted the flow of workpiece material (plastic deformation). However ALE method was able to pinpoint the location of the flaws.
Introduction
In metal forming processes, the term workability refers to the degree of deformation that can be achieved in the workpiece without the occurrence of a defect, that is, the appearance of surface or internal cracks. Failure usually occurs as ductile fracture in metalworking and rarely as brittle fracture. The propagation of the cracks is of little interest as the main objective is to avoid their initiation. These cracks usually appear within regions that are highly strained due to extensive plastic flow of the material during the metal forming process [1] .
The initiation of ductile fracture is a multistep process consisting of microvoid nucleation, growth, and then their coalescence [2] . Microvoids usually nucleate due to the debonding of the matrix material followed by a stage of void growth in which the microvoids grow under the applied stress state. The final phase of the ductile fracture happens when neighbouring microvoids coalesce together into a crack [3] .
The occurrence of ductile fracture in metal forming process is a major limiting factor [4] . The prediction of the initiation of the cracks is important as it allows prior modification of the forming process which can result in sound and reliable products [5] . Therefore, the prediction of ductile fracture in metal forming processes has attracted the attention of many researchers for more than five decades [6] and has been extensively studied in literature with contributions from both academic and industrial research institutions [7] .
The basic feature of bulk metal forming processes is the high volume to surface area ratio. Forging is an important bulk metal forming process in which metals are shaped into useful complicated structures [8] . In this process, the workpiece is compressed between two dies and undergoes large plastic deformation. The material flow is confined in the cavity between the dies and the extra material flows out through the gap between them [9, 10] . In bulk metal forming, surface defects result from plastic instabilities associated with the localization phenomena while internal cracks result from the accumulation of damage during the deformation which depends on the stress and strain paths [4] .
Due to the importance of ductile fracture in metal forming processes, tremendous efforts were made by different researchers to develop a valid criterion for surface and hidden ductile fractures [11] . Gouveia and coworkers studied four previously published ductile fracture criteria on ring, 2 International Journal of Manufacturing Engineering cylindrical, tapered, and flanged upset test samples [1] . Huang and Dong developed a new criterion for various deformation conditions based on the microvoid model and verified it in uniaxial tension, torsion, and upsetting conditions [12] . Reddy and coworkers investigated different ductile fracture criteria in axisymmetric drawing [4] . Kiran and Khandelwal proposed a new micromechanics ductile fracture criterion and calibrated it with ASTM A992 steels [11] . Goijaerts and coworkers focused on the ductile fracture initiation in metal blanking process [2] . Clift and coworkers experimentally evaluated various failure criteria in three types of metal forming processes: simple upsetting, axisymmetric extrusion, and strip compression and tension [5] . Ouali and coworkers studied the ductile fracture of aluminium alloys in bulk metal forming and attempted to predict the failure using multiscale and continuum damage mechanics models [13] . Rao and coworkers carried on a comparative evaluation of the theoretical failure criteria reported in the published literature. They concluded that no theoretical failure criterion can be described as truly geometry-independent for metal forming processes [6] .
In the above mentioned work, it is clear that the available ductile failure criteria are not sufficient to predict the defects due to their dependence on various conditions and parameters such as the workpiece geometry, the temperature of the process, and the friction between workpiece and tool system. On the other hand, a combination of reduced experimental work and extensive numerical simulation may enable the user to obtain a reliable design. Therefore, in the suggested work, extensive finite element analysis would be carried out using arbitrary Lagrange Eulerian (ALE) and smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) formulations in LS-DYNA.
The main objective of conducting finite element analysis of metal forming processes is to provide necessary information for proper control and design of these processes [14] . The number of the required experimental trials is minimized. Thus, the development time and cost are reduced. Today, the development of inexpensive powerful computers technology and the application of finite element method (FEM) into user friendly programs have brought this technology forward. This evolution has more or less revolutionized the metal forming analysis [15, 16] .
There are two methods to describe the deformation of a continuous medium. The first method is called the Lagrangian description in which the independent variables are the coordinate of a particle in the undeformed state. Lagrangian description is suitable for processes like forging, deep drawing, and sheet bending. The second method is the Eulerian description in which the independent variables are the coordinates of a material point in the deformed state. Eulerian description is convenient for processes like rolling, drawing, and extrusion. In the case of infinitesimal deformation, there is no need to make distinction between the two methods [17] .
The Lagrangian approach is often not suitable in modelling fluid-like behaviour due the excessive deformation in the material. Severe mesh distortion can occur which may cause instability. However, in the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation, the materials flow through a fixed or moving mesh. Thus, ALE is a much better choice for modelling fluid-like behaviour [18] .
Meshfree or meshless methods are available in LS-DYNA software. In meshfree methods, the physical structure is discretized with particles instead of elements. The shape functions and the approximation solutions are solved at the particles. Therefore, very large deformation is permitted since there is no mesh. Smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method was developed to avoid the limitations of mesh tangling during extreme deformation problem with the finite element method. SPH is proven to be a very useful tool in LS-DYNA that can simulate solid and fluid materials [19, 20] .
Theoretical Background

Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) Formulation.
In large deformation problems, a reference system is required from which independent variables describing the kinematics and the statics of the material particles can be defined. In Lagrangian formulation, the reference system is connected to the body and evolves with it. It is denoted as Material Reference System (MRS). On the other hand, in Eulerian formulation, the reference system is fixed in space and every point of the material is connected to a set of coordinates in this invariant Spatial Reference System (SRS) [21] .
The pros and cons of both formulations can be illustrated from Figure 1 . The Lagrangian formulation has the advantage of less complex governing equations. However, the elements move with the deforming body. Thus, they may distort excessively which may result in numerical instabilities. Moreover, this makes it difficult to consider the non-materialassociated boundary conditions. On the other hand, in Eulerian formulation, the mesh remains stationary and the material freely moves within. The elements are fixed in space thus the boundary of the deforming body does not coincide with the elements everywhere. As a result, taking the material-associated boundary conditions into account is complicated [21] [22] [23] .
The above-motioned shortcomings are encountered in large deformation problems and can be overcome with the arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian formulation. In ALE formulation, the movement of the mesh is represented by a set of selfgoverning variables and the merits of both the Lagrangian and Eulerian formulations are achieved [24] . The reference configuration consists of a set of grid points in arbitrary motion in space. The grid points can move with material or remain stationary in space or even move with any arbitrary velocity as desired [23] . As shown in Figure 2 , the elements nodal point displacements ( ⃗ V) are not coupled with material displacements ( ⃗ ) and the body can flow through the elements however their shapes are being controlled to prevent unbounded distortions. ALE formulation has been used in fluid mechanics [25] , solid-fluid interaction analysis [26, 27] , and has been generalized to solve the flow problems with Navier-Stokes equations [28] . Recently, ALE has been successfully used in nonlinear analysis in solid mechanics [24, 29] .
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Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) Formulation. The
Smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) formulation was first developed for astrophysical applications. It is a novel meshfree particle approach established on purely Lagrangian formulation [30] . However, it does not have a mesh as Lagrangian, Eulerian and arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian methods. The body is defined by a number of mesh points or particles instead of a mesh and moves around in response to solid or fluid stresses produced by the interaction with neighbouring particles [31, 32] as illustrated in Figure 3 . Since it is a particle based method and does not depend on fixed grids to track the material, it does not suffer from the inherent limitations of these methods. SPH is particularly well suited for flows with complex free surface behaviour and flows with complex physics such as the flow through industrial porous media [32] .
In finite element methods, heavy remeshing might be required due to large plastic deformations in metal forming processes such as forging and extrusion. This increases the computational cost and may lead to inaccurate results. However, due to the meshfree nature of smooth particle hydrodynamics formulation, large deformations can be relatively easily handled. Moreover, it has the ability to follow the history dependent properties such as equivalent stress or plastic strain on a node-by-node basis, even during excessive deformation [33] .
SPH formulation has been used widely in different applications. Droplet and thin film flow on smooth and rough fracture surfaces has been modelled with SPH method [34] . SPH formulation was adapted to simulate metal forming processes such as ring upsetting [35] . Crashworthiness optimization of foam filled tubes was performed using coupled SPH and finite element methods [36] . SPH method is used today in hypervelocity impact analysis [37] , and its full potential is yet to be examined in detail.
Experimental Work
Hot forging process was carried out and the final forged part is shown in Figure 4 . The workpiece is brass cylinder with a diameter of 37 mm and a height of 64 mm as illustrated in Figure 5 . The density of the brass used in this study is 8490 kg/mm 3 . The workpiece is preheated to 800 ∘ C and then placed between a stationary die and a moving punch as shown 37 mm 64 mm in Figure 6 . The punch compresses the workpiece at a velocity of approximately 10 m/s until it reaches a distance of 3.7 mm from the bottom. The experimental steps are depicted in the schematic diagram in Figure 7 .
The approximate location of the defects is shown in Figure 8 . Inspecting several defective products shows that the cracks usually appear within a certain range located between the two ridges. One of the defective products is cut down and the crack location is pinpointed in Figure 9 . The crack-like flaws result in the formation of new surfaces. For example, the new surfaces are illustrated in the micrograph (×50) shown in Figure 10 .
Upon thorough inspection, the wall thickness in the two ridges' side was found to be less than that in the rest of the product. This reduction in the thickness impedes the plastic flow of the material and is proposed to be the main source of the defects. The cross section of the product is shown in Figure 11 , which clearly reveals the difference in the wall thickness of the product. 
Finite Element Modelling
The die and the punch were automatically meshed into shell rigid parts from the compatible CAD files (IGES) imported in the LS-DYNA preprocessor while the workpiece solid mesh was generated in the preprocessor as it is geometrically less complex. The material model used for the workpiece was MAT PIECEWISE LINEAR PLASTICIY and the values used for the input parameters are shown in Table 1 . The values Stress versus strain at 800 ∘ C Figure 12 : Stress-strain relationships for different strain rates at = 800 ∘ C.
of Young's modulus and yield point at different strain rates were found in the literature [38] . The stress-strain curves for the material at different strain rates were obtained from previous work by Xiao and coworkers [39] and were plotted in Figure 12 . Since the curves at different strain rates were used in the material model, the parameters and were ignored as they are used in calculating the strain rate effects [40] .
Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) Formulation.
The cylindrical workpiece was discretized into particles while the die and tool were meshed using shell elements. In SPH, the bulk viscosity must be defined to get more realistic results. The bulk viscosity has two coefficients, the quadratic viscosity coefficient and the linear viscosity coefficient. The first coefficient is important to smear the shocks and prevent elements from collapsing while the second coefficient is used to damp oscillation [41, 42] . Both coefficients are increased by a factor of 10 for soft materials [43] . The default formulation of the particle approximation theory was used.
Other approximations would cause calculation instabilities. The contact was defined with CONTACT AUTO-MATIC NODES TO SURAFCE. A node set which contains all the SPH particles was defined and used as the SLAVE (workpiece) in the contact card. Furthermore, for SPH particles representing a volume, the contact thickness STT is suggested to be 0.8-1.0 mm to avoid nodal release [44] . To prevent contact penetration, the penalty stiffness scale factors SFS and SFM must be increased to 10.
Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) Formulation. ALE
formulation is suitable for modelling large deformation problems and fluid-like behaviour as the material flows through a fixed or a moving mesh [18] . For simplicity, the effect of the air was ignored and it is assumed to be void in the simulation. Both the die and punch are modelled as rigid while the workpiece is modelled as solid ALE material which is permitted to deform and flow into the surrounding space (void). The mesh of the workpiece and the void should share the same nodes on their common boundaries [45] .
Element formulation 12 was chosen for the workpiece. This formulation stands for one-point integration with single material and void. The nondefault input values of the CON-TROL ALE card are shown in Table 2 . The selected values were used to obtain more reliable results [46, 47] .
The interaction between the Lagrangian (die and tool) and ALE (workpiece and void) parts was defined under CONSTRAINED LAGRANGE IN SOLID card. This card is very important and the values of its parameters should be chosen carefully. Otherwise, leakage problem and instabilities may occur. Table 3 shows the input values of this card. These values were adopted from previous works [48, 49] . Figure 13 . Any point of the material can be traced using the SPH method. Thus, the initial and final positions of any point in the material can be found. The rate of deformation varies with time. It can be observed that as the rate of deformation is higher near the end of the compression phase, the strain rate increases at this stage. However, since stressstrain relationship at different strain rates was defined in the material model, the strain rate effects are considered in the calculations.
Results and Discussion
Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) Formulation. The contours of the equivalent von Mises stress are shown in
The increase in the rate of deformation can be explained with the help of Figure 14 . The flow velocity of the material depends on the volumetric flow rate and the cross sectional area perpendicular to the flow velocity [50] . The increase in the flow velocity of the material is due to the decrease of the flow area, which can be observed from Figure 14 . As the compression reaches its end, material flow becomes more restricted due to reduced thickness through which it passes.
Analyzing Figure 13 shows that at time = 1ms, the maximum equivalent stress occurs almost at any point in workpiece model. Afterwards, the maximum equivalent stress occurs only in the internal points. This can be explained with the help of Figure 14 . At the initial states, the process can be roughly considered as a standard one-dimensional compression test. However, as the compression continues, due to the convex shape of the punch and the concave shape of the die, the force distribution on the upper and lower surface of the workpiece will vary and shear stress will be generated.
Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) Formulation.
For the ALE formulation, the contours of the effective plastic strain are illustrated in Figure 15 . ALE formulation gives clearer view of the shape of the material compared to SPH formulation. ALE method represents the volume (solid elements) of the material by surfaces while SPH method is represented by particles. Sharp edges are visible with ALE formulation in contrast to SPH formulation.
Towards the end of the compression, namely, at = 6 ms, it can be observed that there is a separation in the workpiece material; that is, there is a brief discontinuity in the material flow. To have a better view of this phenomenon, the section view is presented in Figure 16 . The start of discontinuity of the material flow can be seen at = 6ms. This can be interpreted as a result of the sudden increase in the flow velocity. As discussed earlier, the flow velocity increases as the compression comes to its end. This increase of flow velocity is more in the material on the free edges of the flow which causes the material on that portion to "splash" away. It is proposed that this phenomenon causes the cracks in the bulk metal forming. The cracks occur on the side of the ridges where the wall thickness is minimum as shown Figure 17 . The wall thickness obtained from the simulations matches the experimental results. 0.000e + 00 0.000e + 00 0.000e + 00 0.000e + 00 0.000e + 00 0.000e + 00 0.000e + 00 0.000e + 00 0.000e + 00 0.000e + 00 0.000e + 00 The velocity plot of four nodes initially located at the top surface of the workpiece is shown in Figure 18 . It is observed that there is a sudden change in the velocity of three of these nodes towards the end of compression. These nodes travel from the top surface of the workpiece to the edges of the final product as shown in Figure 19 . The sudden change in the velocity is not observed in node number 423615 which travels only from the top to the bottom of the workpiece. There is a tendency of the material at the edges to separate and form new surfaces. As the velocity of the workpiece material decreases at the end of the compression, the rejoining of the material occurs. However, some of the free surfaces which previously existed may not completely rejoin leaving flaws in the final product.
This "splash" effect occurs due to the fluid-like behaviour of the workpiece material. Thus, reducing the temperature of the process may prevent this effect. However, reducing the temperature means that more compression force is required.
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International Journal of Manufacturing Engineering Fringe levels 0.000e + 00 0.000e + 00 0.000e + 00 0.000e + 00 0.000e + 00 0.000e + 00 0.000e + 00 0.000e + 00 0.000e + 00 0.000e + 00 0.000e + 00 Therefore, it might not be a feasible solution. If the compression velocity were reduced, the magnitude of the sudden increase in the flow velocity would reduce. This might stop the formation of new surfaces. However, this would result in more production lead time. Another solution is to alter the design of the die and tool by increasing gap between them and thus increase the area through which the material flows. But this would require more material to produce the same product. A combination between the three previous solutions would give the optimum results.
SPH versus ALE.
With the input parameters mentioned in Section 4, the simulation was solved successfully for both SPH and ALE methods. However, SPH formulation took considerably less computational time than ALE formulation and the time step was almost constant. To compare the deformation in SPH and ALE, the section views were displayed side by side, as depicted in Figure 20 . The material flow in SPH is more regular compared to the flow in ALE. The flow is roughly symmetric with SPH formulation as seen in Figure 14 . However, in ALE formulation, the flow is unsymmetrical. With reference to Figure 20 , it is observed that the initial and final states of the deformation are roughly the same. However, the deformation during the process is not similar.
One advantage of SPH method over ALE method is that the value of the contours at any point inside the material can be found by using a cutting plane. However, as mentioned before, ALE method represents the volume of the material with surfaces; thus, the state of the material under the surface cannot be found.
As stated in the introduction, bulk metal forming is a complex process yet a straightforward and symmetric deformation is achieved with SPH formulation. ALE formulation gives a more realistic deformation pattern and was able to predict the location of the possible flaws.
Ductile Fracture Model.
A thorough study in the vast literature on ductile facture modelling reveals the limitation of the predictive capability of the ductile fracture models presently available. The drawback of these fracture models is their strong dependence on the application. However, Aretz and coworkers developed a simple ductile fracture model for problems of any stress triaxialities for sheet metal forming [51] . The failure in our study occurs when the thickness is greatly reduced; therefore the process can be considered as sheet metal forming in those regions. The developed criterion was established on Freudenthal ductile fracture model [5] in which the failure occurs when the plastic work density denoted by reaches a critical value at fracture as follows:
However, in engineering practice, the work-based Freudenthal model is not as convenient as the strain-based version which can be obtained by realizing the work-conjugated definition of equivalent plastic strain given by = : = ⋅ .
Therefore, the strain-based version of Freudenthal model is as follows:
where is the equivalent plastic strain at fracture. The back draw of this ductile facture model is the incapability of discriminating compressive and tensile stress states. However, ductile fracture in solids is considerably delayed in the existence of compressive stress states while it is accelerated in tensile ones. The modified Freudenthal ductile fracture model proposed by Aretz includes a transition function which depends on the loading mode parameter . The transition function is given by
The parameter is a material dependent parameter. The purpose of the transition function ( ) is to determine the damage accumulation by the stress states. In the case of pure compressive stress states ( = −1), the transition function disappears. Thus, the contribution to damage accumulation becomes zero. The modified Freudenthal ductile fracture model becomes
The present work mainly focuses on the prediction of failure through numerical simulations and highlights the important parameters in setting up the finite element model. Furthermore, it analyses the failure mechanism. The modified Freudenthal ductile fracture model will be used and coupled with the numerical simulations in future work. Moreover, the model will be utilized to eliminate the flaws in the product.
Conclusions
A complex shape product was produced from a simple cylindrical workpiece using hot forging process. Occasionally free surfaces and internal cracks were observed in the hot forged part. The forging process was simulated using SPH and ALE methods in LS-DYNA. The setup of the FEA modelling and the important parameters were discussed. The results of the numerical simulations show that both ALE and SPH methods are able to capture the large plastic deformation in the workpiece precisely. However, the ALE method played a prominent role in pinpointing the possible crack location. The sudden increase of the material flow which causes the "splash" away effect is believed to be the reason for the occurrence of surface and internal cracks. Therefore, three solutions were proposed: to reduce the compression velocity, to reduce the temperature of the process, and to alter the design of the die and tool.
